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Fandoms: a Healthy Hobby, or Obsession? by Mikayla Bell
A

re fandoms healthy hobbies, or are they obsessions? It could be considered an
obsession or just a love affair. It matters not how we name them; they are here to
stay. Fandoms: “Whovians,” “Gleeks,” “Twihards,” “Hiddlestoners,” “Directioners,”
“Trekkies,” and so many more that this article may never end if I listed them all.
If you’ve ever been on a certain social media-blogging website, you would have seen
them. Blogs, GIF’s, and fangirls everywhere. Whether they’re Whovians, Trekkies, or
anything in between, you will find something about them on Tumblr.
Fandoms are sweeping the nation -- one may even say, “the world.” Sarolta
Ujvary (Jr.), an exchange student from Hungary, expressed her fandoms. “I love so
many! “Sherlock,” “Doctor Who,” “the Avengers,” and so many more. I live on [a
certain social media-blogging website]!”
Definition and example of Fandoms via Urban Dictionary: “An emotional
drug. With other such hypnotized fans just as addicted as you or any other fan are, to a
specific subject. A large group of unstable and emotional fans that devote half of their
time in daily life, loving the thing they are so dedicated to. Whether its the writers, the
shippers, or the followers; they all emotionally go haywire over it as one.
“Ex: There is many fandoms, but some of the more common & most emotionally unstable of fandoms is... the Hiddlestoners, Trekkies, Whovians, The Sherlock
fandom. Need I say more?”
Sadly, there are some downsides to fandoms. Fandom rivalry, which can turn
very ugly, very quickly. Late nights on the computer which lead to naps in class, no
homework being completed -- we all know how that will turn out. And of course, the
heartbreak when you realize you will never be with him/her. But you’re not alone -every fan has gone through this!
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If you’re new to fandoms, here are some quick and easy steps to falling in love
with them!
•

Read Fanfiction! The best way of falling in love with characters, and/or the
actors. You can put them into your own stories, or make them do things they
would never do in any movie or TV episode.

•

Social Media-Blogging Websites -- a great way to meet other fans is to make a
blog, and post to your little heart’s content!

•

Watch movies. You must be able to recite any movie that includes the actor/actress of your favorite fandoms! If you want to be a true fan, you need to know
their best and worst movies!

Research! Do some background research. Fangirls are amazing at background
research. We could literally be working for the FBI or CIA, we are so good
about finding out this information, even before the media.
To “normal” people, fangirls can be seen as crazy, obsessive, over-dramatic,
and ultimately abnormal, because of the obsessive amount of research, and time spent
on the internet. Whether you consider yourself a fan or not, you most likely are. If you
are a fan of anything -- sports, clothing, music, or technology -- you could be considered a fan.
So, whether or not you have accepted yourself as a member of any fandom,
have fun, enjoy yourself, and remember to emerge from the cave you call a room and
get some sunlight.
•

China Allows Second Child for Some by Saysha Marie Belton
Y

ou may have seen it on social media sites,
but there is a quote from the T.V show “The
Office” that shows Dwight’s comment that there
are too many humans on earth and that “we need a
new plague.” As morbidly funny as that may be,
overpopulation really is a problem in the 21st century. The puzzle is, how far is too far for a country
to go to avoid this complication?
While China may have not started a plague,
their government was trying to control population
with their controversial “Family Planning Policy.”
This set of regulations stated that each married
couple may only have one child. It was adopted in
1979, with promises to reduce birth related death
rates, reduction of the spread of epidemics, and less
strain on the ecosystem. While the rule did result in
200 million less births from 1979-2000, it seemed
that there were more problems than solutions.
Though the rule was finally amended last

November, it was not until now that we began to
fully understand the trauma that Chinese women
had been suffering through for years. The first, and
most disturbing of the injustices is the direct violation of one’s human rights; or rather the right to
determine the size of one’s own family. Since many
families would prefer to have a son who can pass on
the family name, abortion is the most common option if a family realizes they are having a girl. There
are also specialized ultrasounds to determine the
gender, health, and other factors that help the family decide if their embryo is ideal to keep. Imagine
taking a test to see if a baby is good enough to be
born; worthy enough to be the only child allowed
to exist in the family. Then, if a family realizes
too late that they are having a girl, there is a mass
performance of female infanticide, of intentional
loss of the female child. Orphanages in China are
mostly filled with girl that have a family somewhere

out there that simply could not keep them. It is
known that Chinese census’ aren’t accurate because
there is under-recording of the amount of girls that
are born. There is also a problem called the “4-2-1”
issue that is becoming more and more apparent in
the current times. 4-2-1 means that four grandparents and two parents are financially and emotionally
dependant on one adult for support, from which you
can imagine the complications.
China’s growth is slowing, and it will peak,
for it cannot grow indefinitely. When it does, perhaps this policy can be halted. Perhaps China will
have changed enough to not need it. However, until
then, the One Child Policy is likely to stay in place,
with it’s few changes, continuing to perform the
task it was designed for. Only time will tell if this
inhumane act of government will prevail.

Students of the modern age, as we well know,
are worked very hard, and it is near impossible to get
sufficient sleep with hours of homework. While one
cannot completely alleviate the stress, there seems to be
simple ways to become a healthier and more balanced
individual.
Feng shui (pronounced “fung shway”) combines spirituality*, intuition, philosophy, modern
science, psychology, and knowledge and observations
about the physical and mental state. Dating back all
the way to 4000 BCE, it’s intended purpose has been
to bring comfort and happiness to life using the careful
coordination of light, color, location, object placement,
textures, smells, noises, and more in one’s environment. For more than 5000 years, people have been
designing spaces according to feng shui. A little example: when entering a bus, we scan the available seats,
deciding on one that just “feels right” -- consciously or
not, we choose to place ourselves and our belongings
in ways that enhance the experience of our surroundings. It is also said that if one has ever felt a spontaneous response when entering a space, they have been
affected by feng shui. Feng shui has many practical
applications that are logical, simple, and even obvious.
Since everyone is unique (and to get the best
out of feng shui), it is important to first write down

which colors, textures, etc. you like and dislike. An
easy way to figure this out is to think of a few rooms or
buildings that instantly make you feel comfortable or
uncomfortable when you walk in. What do these places
have in common? Some people like dark rooms, rooms
with many potted plants, or very colorful rooms. Finding your preference and applying it is the first step to
optimal comfort.
To find your favorite smell, you can visit a candle shop or a health store -- like Super Supplements -- to
look for essential oils. These are natural and smell very
nice. Favorite essential oils include lavender, cedar, and
patchouli. Some oils are specially mixed to calm, wake
up, or soothe. You can wear these on your body or hair
and feel a little better wherever you go.
Both color and scent are scientifically proven
to have emotional components; they can help or hinder
when used in certain ways. Drawing a specific feeling
out of a room, to ease, to lighten, is why some interior
designers turn to feng shui. They buy rounder furniture
to be easier on the eyes, soft powdery colors, and so
on. By surrounding oneself with one’s favorite smells
and such, one can be happier and more relaxed. Everyone can learn which places to avoid staying at too long,
and how to choose places where to spend most of one’s
time.

Creating a positive and encouraging environment for studying and learning is a good potential use of
feng shui. When planning to spend a long time in any
given space, it is important to choose the perfect spot
beforehand.   The feng shui “commanding position” in
any room is the spot that is furthest from the door and
not in direct line with it. It is usually diagonally from
and facing the door. After positioning a room like that,
you will have a complete view of what is happening
in any given space. Think of the meaning of the word
“commanding.” The feeling of safety and security is
very satisfying. The commanding position is useful
because it brings ease to the mind, and removes worry
when trying to focus. This great position is where, ideally, one would sit during class, where one’s bed would
be placed, and where one would put one’s computer.
This is just the tip of the iceberg, the more
mysterious and esoteric parts of feng shui can take lots
of time, even years, to understand. Entire colleges are
devoted to furthering knowledge about feng shui. Using
these tricks has the potential to help students get more
sleep in calmer rooms, be in nicer moods, and even do
better with their schoolwork.
*Note: Feng Shui is well known for contradicting a few religions, therefore I insist on a bit of research
to see if it’s right for you.

Feng Shui by Tierra McCarty

Why Not Us?

by Megan Wilson

“Why not us?” quoted Russell Wilson to a sea
of reporters, basking in his Super Bowl XLVIII post-win
interview. Blue and green confetti flew through the stadium as fans and players celebrated winning the big game
against the Denver Broncos. As the Lombardi trophy was
presented, players full of emotion, touched and kissed the
prized trophy after a season of hard work and determination. They had finally accomplished what they set out to
do: bring the Lombardi trophy for the first time to Seattle
and the 12th Man.
And bring it back they did. The Seahawks
ended the game with a score of 43-8. “There was lots
of high fives and hugs all around at the party I was at,”
Dylan Wharton (Sr.) said about the Seahawks winning the
game. Fireworks could be heard all around the LaceyOlympia area and the excitement in Seattle skyrocketed
as people took to the streets in celebration for the team.
Not even an hour after Super Bowl XLVIII
ended, the Seahawks’ web page announced details of
a victory parade for the returning champs in Seattle,
Washington last Wednesday. With the immense fan support from the 12th Man this season, there was no doubt in
anyone’s mind that the parade would draw crowds. But

they never could have imagined just how many people
would come out. Estimated by the Seattle police department, over 700,000 people came out to witness the Super
Bowl champions bring home the Lombardi trophy for the
first time ever. To put this number in perspective, the city
of Seattle’s population is 634,535.
People from all over Washington traveled to
Seattle to brave the freezing temperatures to be a part of
what most would call a historical event for Seattle and
Washington state. It was estimated that over 13,000 students from the Seattle Public School District were absent
and over 500 teachers called in sick. Even students from
North Thurston joined in on the festivities. “The weather
was excruciatingly cold but it was very loud and exciting. It was a long wait for the team’s arrival but it was
definitely worth it in the end to see players such as Russell Wilson and Richard Sherman with the trophy,” Masai
Hunter (Sr.) said about the once-in-a-lifetime experience.
Winning the big game was not only important to
the Seahawks, whose players have never experienced a
Super Bowl win before, but also to the community. This
season played a big part in bringing together the people
of Seattle and everyone else around Washington. They

gave the people something behind which to stand and
something in which to believe. The question for next
season is, “Why not us again?”

Duck Duck Lose by Masai Hunter

This may be the most frustrating thing in life at this very moment. Recently, the creator of “Flappy Bird,” Dong Nguyen, removed the app from online stores due to death threats, copyright, and financial issues. Being the No. 1
free app downloaded, “Flappy Bird” went viral just in the past few weeks before
being taken down by its creator last week. The game went viral being promoted
almost entirely by social media users and reviewed on a YouTube channel by
more than 22 million subscribers.
Based in Vietnam, the original “Flappy Bird” was created and developed by Hanoi and published by GEARS Studios in May 2013. The official
version of the game was available for only Android and Apple devices. “Flappy
Bird” was downloaded more than 55 million times, which made it this year’s
most popular game app so far.
With basic graphics, no instructions, and a one-rule concept, it just takes the
tapping of a thumb to have you zombie-like and completely mesmerized by concentrating on the screen. After two to three tries of diving under and over green
poles, some people delete this app while others become completely devoted and
dedicated to beating their new best score. There is no doubt that it becomes
frustrating to constantly hear that stupid “bonk” and seeing “game over” on the
screen.
Discovering this game on Twitter, Jamel Ulloth (Sr.) has been playing
this game for only two weeks and has a high score of 37. “The best thing about
this game is the never-ending challenge; you can’t win,” Jamel said. He plans
to quit playing “Flappy Bird” as soon as he beats his girlfriend’s high score. “It
makes me feel like a failure. It’s a simple game yet I can’t do well. It made me
question my life,” Jamel said.
Jada Shade (Sr.) says, “It makes me feel like lighting myself on fire…
and then rolling around in potatoes.” First hearing about the game on Twitter,
Jada has been playing this for about two weeks as well. “You die a lot. You’ll
get so far and then it can all be ruined by a single, sometimes accidental, tap. I
like the graphics; it reminds me a lot of playing “Mario.” Also I like that the
game is entertaining and challenging. For as much as I play, it should be higher,
but my score is 22. I think like most games it will get old and I’ll eventually
forget about it but as of right now… I have a problem,” Jada said.
With the best score of 67, Jake Grantham (Sr.), found out about
“Flappy Bird” from Grant Giesler (Sr.). “It makes me feel like killing everyone
within a 90-mile radius. I have tried quitting the game but it is impossible. Save
yourself while you can! Don’t download it,” Jake said. There are many apps
similar to “Flappy Bird” like “Fly Birdie,” “Flappy Plane,” “Flappy Penguin,”
“Iron Pants,” “A Flappy Turkey World,” and more. As for that, “Flappy Bird”
is now forever gone and can only be played on the devices that downloaded it
before it forever flew away.

G

et in touch with your theatrical side and
support North Thurston drama! Premiering tonight, the 14th, with shows on the 15th,
20th, 21st and 22nd, is The Mousetrap by Agatha Christie, a murder mystery with a shocking
twist. The show costs five dollars with ASB, and
seven dollars general. The drama kids are very
excited to perform this play, and have spent an
exorbitant amount of time memorizing, blocking, and preparing to make this show the very
best it can be. Let’s show our enthusiasm for
their hard work by attending tonight at 7:30!
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Top 5 Medal Count for the 2014
Sochi Winter Olympics: Week One
Country

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Norway

4

3

6

13

Netherlands

4

3

5

12

USA

4

2

6

12

Russia Fed.

2

5

4

11

Germany

7

2

1

10

*As of Thursday, Feb. 13

Total

